Introduction to Writing the NIH Parent T32

Sponsored by [Arizona Biomedical Research Centre](https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu) and OKED [Research Development](https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu)

Research Development Collaboration Events are formal or informal events centered around a concept or funding opportunity.

*KED invites faculty and staff to attend a 4 part series workshop on Fridays in September; presented by the Arizona Biomedical Research Centre (ABRC).*

Ever considered writing an NIH T32 but had no idea where to start? Is it appropriate for your institution? Is it the correct training mechanism? Is the parent the correct T32? How do you know if you are competitive for a T32? How do you prepare? What about those tables about which everyone complains – you probably heard they changed recently, are they as daunting as ever? And what about that lengthy narrative? How do you choose effective PIs and faculty? How do you select trainees? How are these behemoth applications reviewed? And how, oh how, am I going to incorporate the onerous Rigor and Reproducibility scoring criteria into the T32—because we all know they’re gonna show up e-v-e-r-y-w-h-e-r-e.

Have your questions answered from an NIH insider! Dr. Meg Bouvier will walk you through the planning and writing of the major narrative sections of the parent T32. Dr. Bouvier is a former staff writer for current NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins, and was a post-doctoral fellow at NINDS. She received her Ph.D. in 1995 in Biomedical Sciences from the Mount Sinai School of Medicine. She has owned Meg Bouvier Medical Writing LLC since 2007, and has helped clients land more than $250 million in federal funding.

**Dates and time:**
- Sept 7, 9:30-11am PT - Webinar 1: Planning your Program
- Sept 14, 9:30-11am PT - Webinar 2: Writing the Research Strategy Part 1
- Sept 21, 9:30-11am PT - Webinar 3: Writing the Research Strategy Part 2
- Sept 28, 9:30-11am PT - Webinar 4: RCR, Diversity, Rigor and Reproducibility

**Location:**
SkySong 1 room 201 Global* and live-streaming to your desk
* Attend in person to meet potential partners and grow your network.

**For more information and to register,** visit: [https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu](https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu)

In collaboration with and proudly sponsored by:

[Arizona Department of Health Services](https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu)

[Arizona Biomedical Research Centre](https://www.eiseverywhere.com/nih-t32-asu)